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What Are Progressions?

Secondary Progressions

1. **Grab an ephemeris** (book of planetary placements for all you internet babes)
2. **Flip to the number of days after your birth that you are old**
3. **BAM!** You have your secondary progressions for that age!

In real, the math is a tad more complex, but that is the basic shape of it.
Why Do We Care?

It expresses our unfolding personality.
The Sun: Self Perception

If we follow the Sun by progression, we will gain a sense of how our identity will unfold.
Think in Layers

The progressed sun only modifies its expression.

No matter where your progressed sun wanders, your birth sun is your birth sun.
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Cardinal Birth Sun – Go Go Go!

“Screw It! – Let’s Do It!”

Cardinal Sun – Get moving!

Aries does it in a FIERY way

Cancers take the way of the WATER
Cardinal Birth Sun - Go Go Go Go!

- Libra Natives the power of AIR
- Capricorn – slow and steady EARTH
Cardinal Progressed to Fixed

Hitting a brick wall!
Cardinal Progressed to Mutable

Cardinal to MUTABLE

*** COMPROMISE! ***
Fixed Signs – Change is Bad . . . Because It’s Change!

- **Taurus – EARTH**
  the Immovable Object! (Don’t touch their stuff!)

- **Leo – FIRE**
  the flaming torch (Don’t change their routine!)
Fixed Signs – Change is Bad . . . Because It’s Change!

- Scorpio, (WATER) a giant ICEBERG “Can you guess what I need?”
- Aquarius (AIR) rules LIGHTENING – head over heart
Fixed Progressed to Mutable

Fixed to MUTABLE

- Freedom from jail
- ...or...

- A bad case of seasickness!
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Fixed Progressed to Cardinal

Jumping off a cliff
Mutable Signs – Yeah, But No?

**Gemini (AIR)**
feather in the wind.

**Virgo (EARTH)**
the swan of the zodiac!
Mutable Signs – Yeah, But No?

Sagittarius (FIRE)
a wild brushfire

Pisces (WATER)
giant fog bank!
Mutable Progressed to Cardinal

- Leaving a fog bank about to hit something at high speed!
- Things sharply into focus, often as a surprise!
Mutable Progressed to Fixed

- Suffocation
  … or
Structured Progress – your choice!
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Mutable Progressed to Mutable

- Reap What You Have Sown.
- Go back to your First Love!

Dench at the premiere of *Notes on a Scandal* in Berlin in 2007
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The houses cups that really pop for the progressed Sun

- AC – physical changes
- IC – home changes
- DC – relationship changes
- MC – career changes.

As the Sun moves over the angle by progression, the focus of our life shifts.
Progressed Aspects

Progressed to Natal conjunctions are powerful

Progressed to Progressed conjunctions FEEL powerful, but are a passing phase.

Here are the progressions for engagement chart of Prince Andrew and Duchess Sarah of York at the moment of their engagement.
Triangulations

- We are the oldest of the “ologies”
- To grow and learn, collect lots of data and hunt for trends.
- Secondary Progressions MUST be combined with other predictive techniques.
- REMEMBER TO CHECK TRANSITS
Billy Joel: Induction into the Songwriters’ Hall of Fame (age 43) Progressed Sun 0° but it also conjoins Progressed Uranus! It also all happens in the 11th House of Larger Community.

-- What is happening by transit around this time? --
In 1949 – Brando left Broadway

Starred as Stanley Kowalski in the movie version of Tennessee Williams' *A Streetcar Named Desire* (1951)

First world wide exposure to METHOD acting – perfect for the 6th House of routine and daily habit.

Also, film making is drudgery compared to theatre
Billy Joel Quits Piano Lessons

Inner Wheel
Billy Joel
Male Chart
9 May 1949, Mon
9:30 am EDT +4:00
Bronx, New York
40°15'07"W64'
Geocentric
Tropical
Koch
True Node

Middle Wheel
Billy Joel
Sec Prog 0A in Long
16 Mar 1961, Thu
10:17:34 am EDT +4:00
Bronx, New York
40°15'07"W64'
Geocentric
Tropical
Koch
True Node

Outer Wheel

Transits 16 Mar 1961
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Dame Judy Goes to Quaker Boarding School
Billy Joel Separates From Christie Brinkley – Hall of Fame
Dame Judy Reaps Rewards & Returns to Theatre

Dame Judy Dench
Female Chart
9 Dec 1934, Sun
6:08 am GMT +0:00
York, United Kingdom
53°56' 001°W05
Geocentric
Tropical
Koch
True Node

06 April 2007
Sec.Prog. SA in Long
6 Apr 2007, Fri
6:00 am GMT +0:00
York, United Kingdom
53°56' 001°W05
Geocentric
Tropical
Koch
True Node

Transits 6 Apr 2007
Outer Wheel
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In a Nutshell . . .

- 1 day is 1 year
- Changing signs – big deal
- Crossing angles – big deal
- Watch: Sun–Moon Phase
- ALWAYS Start with and interpret from Birthchart
- ALWAYS Triangulate!
Taking it Further

- Sun through Mars progressed. (including Stations and Retrogrades)

- Progressed Moon–Sun phase!

- Converse Progressions

- ALWAYS Triangulate
Questions?

Mj@HalifaxAstrologer.com
+1 (902) 880–0771